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Watch out for greenwashing



So. Much. Plastic. 

Shifting our habits



Grow Something

Support Local Farmers 
The next best thing people can do is seek out and buy from farmers using regenerative
agricultural methods. These are methods intended to protect and nurture soil life. Animal
products should come from animals that are pastured and rotationally grazed. Many
farmers using these methods are proud enough of their farms that they may even let you
come check it out, and if they do, by all means, jump at the opportunity. Take the kids, see
where food actually comes from.
     Farmers markets are an excellent way to connect with and support local farmers. Even if
it means taking a bit of a drive to get to the closest one, the benefits to personal health and  
   



Avoid Convenience Food



Connect With Community 

Food Waste



Bulk Buying 

Eating Out



Compost to Close the Loop



Why Is Food So Important? 



Parties





Homemade



Experiences

Buy Local

No More Wrapping Paper



Thrift



Buy Quality

Mend

Find It a New Home/Purpose 



Shop New Mindfully

Libraries

Audiobooks 



 

Buy it Used or Borrow From a Friend 
Buy it used first. Enjoying media digitally is becoming more and more popular too. We
hardly ever buy movies or physical copies of music anymore, opting for the digital version. I
do still like the feeling of a book in my hands, but I very rarely buy a new book, I prefer
buying used or reading borrowed instead. Buying new media is a last resort for me.

 

Many beautiful specialty magazines exist now. Instead of getting a subscription just for
yourself, see if a friend or two with a similar interest might want to share the subscription
as well, that way it will at least get shared and read more than once. Again, it is always
worth checking with a local librarian to investigate if the magazine would be something the
library would be willing to subscribe to. 

Magazines

Holidays are full of consumption and waste in this country. They began as religious
celebrations or ways to commemorate special moments in history. They were days to show
reverence, but holidays have been aggressively consumerised. Here is what the year looks
like in a store: New Years stuff, Valentines Day stuff, Saint Patricks Day stuff, Easter stuff,
Fourth of July stuff, Summer stuff, back to school stuff, Halloween stuff, Thanksgiving stuff,
Black Friday stuff, Christmas stuff. Goodness. This is obviously entirely too much stuff! Most
children, and many adults, do not even know the real history or original traditions. Why do
we have these celebrations? Why are they important? People rush out to buy the newest
trendy toy before it sells out at Christmas, like this is proof of their love for their children.
People buy 14,000 pumpkins to decorate their home entryways and most likely throw
them all in the garbage, only to buy canned pumpkin for their Thanksgiving pies. 

     Every year, it all gets a little more ridiculous. It is also a fairly recent epidemic that has
grown in tandem with the growing number of households in which both parents work. 



We have started telling our kids, just because everyone is doing it doesn’t make it a good
idea. Halloween is a great example of this. The candy sales rack up an estimated 9 billion
dollars. Kids walk around in mostly disposable costumes involving some sort of plastic to
get treats wrapped in plastic. Our mistrust of one another makes people feel strange about
accepting a homemade treat or a piece of fruit in lieu of an individually wrapped ball of
sugar or corn syrup. Sugar suppresses the immune system, actually inhibiting it from
working. So, kids are walking around exchanging germs with countless people (imagine
every dirty little kid hand that goes into a bowl of candy, try not to get completely grossed
out when you think about where those hands have most likely been), imbibing treats that
will bring their immune systems down. This is a perfect storm for illness. Most school
teachers and pediatricians admit there is an uptick in illness after Halloween. The sugar is
terrible for our children's bodies and teeth, it has been proven to be a highly addictive
chemical. This holiday generates massive amounts of waste. Why are we doing this? Who
does it benefit? Retailers. Candy manufacturers. Almost 2 billion dollars of candy is sold in
preparation for this holiday! 
     We talked to our kids about it. We said, you can dress up, make a costume or we can
check the thrift store. We can invite friends over to carve pumpkins and bob for apples and
eat homemade treats. We don’t have to participate in these customs that are harmful to
our planets and our bodies. And you know what? They get it. We homeschool, so it is
arguably easier for us to convince our children of these things than if they went to school
and listened to everyone talk about their massive candy hauls, but being independent
critical thinkers is an important trait we want to instill in them. When the customs of your
community do not serve you or the planet, do not be afraid to make your own.

Halloween

Christmas
We also cut way down on Christmas. This year we will be giving extended friends and family
homemade or thrifted gifts. We encourage them to make gifts or buy used gifts for our
children. Our children are not exposed to a lot of advertising so it isn’t difficult to keep
them from buying into the plastic toy of the month trends. In a few years time, children will
not usually even be able to remember the gifts they received, especially the ones that were
just “filler”. Get them one or two things they will be really excited about, that speak to who
they are and their interests, and skip all the other junk. Gifting them experiences is a lovely
way to create lasting memories. Refer back to the gift giving section for more ideas.



Valentines Day

St.Patricks Day 

 
Easter  

Fourth of July

Summer Vacation



Back to School

Thanksgiving

Giving Back



Avoid Convenience Items

Decor



Electronics

Bathroom



Kitchen



Furniture and Decor

Building and Remodeling





Break the Shopping Habit



Alternatives to Driving Everywhere



Rideshare



 
 

Recently, Nature Valley made a powerful commercial that asked three different generations
the same question. The two older generations (parent and grandparent age) were asked
what did you do for fun as a child? And the youngest generation, who are currently
children, were asked what their favorite activities were. The oldest generation recounted
memories of growing gardens, fishing, and picking blueberries. All of their best memories
revolved around activities that created provision. They were doing real things that
contributed to the family larder, but they remembered them fondly. The next generation
(the parents of young children), remembered playing with neighborhood children, riding
bikes, and building forts, basically spending a lot of time outside, most of it recreational.
This was during a time when people had moved into suburbs to give their children a
“better” life. The youngest generation said their favorite way to spend their time was with
technology. Texting, watching videos, playing video games, sending emails. Literally not one
of them mentioned their interaction with another person. Or spending time with nature.  



This is troublesome to me because not only have studies shown that nature and
relationships can help alleviate anxiety and depression, but too much exposure to
technology has been shown to increase both of those things. Something else important to
think about is that people who feel no connection to the natural world will have absolutely
no reason to protect it. “Nature” becomes an abstract concept with no feeling attached to
it. As parents, one of the best things we can do to help the planet is to foster our childs
relationship with the outdoors.  

Technology

Crafts



Snacks





Breaking The Addiction



Get Over The Guilt
 
 

It's All Connected

Redefining Values





Be the Change


